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ABSTRACT

Much of the human genetics variant repertoire is
composed of single nucleotide variants (SNV) and
small insertion/deletions (indel) but structural vari-
ants (SV) remain a major part of our modified DNA.
SV detection has often been a complex question
to answer either because of the necessity to use
different technologies (array CGH, SNP array, Kary-
otype, Optical Genome Mapping. . . ) to detect each
category of SV or to get an appropriate resolution
(Whole Genome Sequencing). Thanks to the deluge
of pangenomic analysis, Human geneticists are ac-
cumulating SV and their interpretation remains time
consuming and challenging. The AnnotSV webserver
(https://www.lbgi.fr/AnnotSV/) aims at being an effi-
cient tool to (i) annotate and interpret SV potential
pathogenicity in the context of human diseases, (ii)
recognize potential false positive variants from all
the SV identified and (iii) visualize the patient vari-
ants repertoire. The most recent developments in
the AnnotSV webserver are: (i) updated annotations
sources and ranking, (ii) three novel output formats
to allow diverse utilization (analysis, pipelines), as
well as (iii) two novel user interfaces including an
interactive circos view.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

In the era of high throughput sequencing, structural vari-
ants (SV) are commonly described as genetics variants of a
minimal size of 50 bp (base pairs) (1). They include a variety
of genetic events grouped in two categories: balanced (in-
version, intra or interchromosomal translocation) and un-
balanced (deletion, insertion) that can have multiple origins
(tandem duplication, mobile element insertion, segmental
duplication. . . ) and degrees of complexity (i.e. chromoana-
genesis) (2). Accessing the full SV repertoire and its dynamic
is crucial for understanding their role in human genome
evolution (3). From cancer to inherited disorders, SV have
been implicated in a wide range of diseases, making it an
area of intense interest for medical scientists. Thanks to the
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progress of molecular tools more and more reliable SV calls
are achieved leading to a deluge of genetic variants to inter-
pret in diagnostic and research laboratories. Considering all
these constraints, AnnotSV was developed and frequently
updated since 2017 (4). A prioritization module was intro-
duced in the second version. The third version integrated a
phenotype matching module and a web based visualization
(5). AnnotSV and its webserver have a wide range of appli-
cations, including single case reports and broader analyses
in rare diseases (6,7) and cancer (8,9) demonstrating clinical
application (10,11). Here, we provide an updated version of
AnnotSV integrating new developments to improve ranking
and visualization.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND METHODS

General description of the web server

Keeping with the general functioning of the AnnotSV web-
server, our workflow is separated into the annotation part
(AnnotSV engine) and the analysis and visualization part
including the knotAnnotSV and vcf2circos modules (Fig-
ure 1).

Genomic annotations: categories and data sources

The annotation engine has been updated to version 3.3 and
includes updated datasets covering the whole range of an-
notations types: Gene, Regulatory elements, Pathogenic or
Benign genomic regions and Breakpoints (Table 1). Some of
the annotations are linked to the gene name and thus pro-
vided independently of the genome build. In order to make
sure AnnotSV remains a prime resource for researchers and
geneticists, data annotations are regularly updated (once or
twice a year) and novel sources are integrated. As an ex-
ample, curated gene-disease relationships are now reported
using the Gene Curation Coalition (GenCC) (12). Around
328000 benign regions (Gain/Loss/Insertion/Inversion)
were retrieved from different sources (gnomAD (13), Clin-
Var (14), ClinGen (15). . . ). As an example, the Chil-
dren’s Mercy Research Institute database has been added
(∼100 000 genomes from long read Whole Genome Se-
quencing or WGS). Around 27 300 pathogenic regions
(Gain, Insertion, Loss) were retrieved from ClinVar, Clin-
Gen, dbVar (16) and OMIM (17). The regulatory elements
annotation category has been complemented with the miR-
TargetLink database (18). The exhaustive list of annota-
tions is given in Supplementary Table S1. As previously de-
scribed, the AnnotSV server is providing annotations us-
ing two complementary modes. The ‘Full mode’ considers
the SV as a whole and integrates annotations and rank-
ing of the highest scoring elements overlapped. The ‘Split
mode’ considers each gene within the SV and provides de-
tailed annotations for each overlapped gene (transcripts,
LOEUF score . . . ).

Updated ranking of SV

AnnotSV provides for each SV the five standard classes
based on the ACMG/ClinGen recommendations (19). The
detailed scoring schemes are available in Supplementary Ta-
ble S2. The automatic ranking has been updated with 8

Table 1. Summary of annotation sources and their versions available in
the current version for the human GRCh38 version. Updated and novel
annotation sources are highlighted in bold

Annotations source Version

. . . Gene annotations
Gene annotations (RefSeq) 17-08-2020
Gene annotations (ENSEMBL) 04-06-2022
. . . Regulatory Elements annotations
Promoter data (RefSeq) 17-08-2020
Promoter data (ENSEMBL) 24-10-2020
EnhancerAtlas 2.0 11-06-2019
GeneHancer Licence required
miRTargetLink 11/12/2020 (v2.0, data

provided by the authors)
. . . Gene-based annotations
GenCC 02-09-2022
OMIM 03-09-2022
ACMG ACMG SF v3.1
Gene intolerance (gnomAD) V2.1.1
Gene intolerance (ExAC) 23-08-2016
Haploinsufficiency (DDD) 13-07-2020
Haploinsufficiency and
triplosensitivity (ClinGen)

05-09-2022

Exomiser 06/09/2022 (v2202)
NCBI gene ID 06-09-2022
. . . Annotations with known pathogenic genes or genomic regions
ClinVar 03-09-2022
ClinGen 06-09-2022
dbVar 03-08-2022
OMIM 03-09-2022
. . . Annotations with known pathogenic SNV/indel
ClinVar 03-09-2022
. . . Annotations with known benign genes or genomic regions
gnomAD (GRCh37) 06/03/2019 (v2.1)
ClinVar 03-09-2022
ClinGen 08-09-2022
DGV annotations 25-02-2020
DDD annotations (GRCh37) 09/2015 (v9.2)
1000 genomes annotations 21-05-2017
Children’s Mercy Research
Institute annotations

27-10-2021

Ira M. Hall’s lab annotations 31-12-2018
. . . Annotations with features overlapped with the SV
COSMIC annotations Licence required
TAD boundaries annotations User downloaded
. . . Breakpoints annotations
GRCh38 FASTA genome 23-01-2014
Cytoband 11-03-2019
Repeated sequences annotations 08-09-2022
Segmental Duplication
annotations

15-10-2021

ENCODE blacklist annotations 2018 (v2)
GAP regions annotations 15-10-2021

subsections (2B, 2G and 4O criteria for the ‘Loss’ cate-
gory and 2B, 2C, 2F, 2G and 4O for the ‘Gain’ category).
To be more comprehensive, we have now included an im-
proved list of criteria and scores for each SV (e.g. An-
notSV ranking criteria column in the annotated file).

Phenotype-driven prioritization of SV

To link the patient’s phenotypic data to the already available
knowledge for each gene, we provide a phenotype driven
prioritization module based on the HPO (Human Pheno-
type Ontology) dataset (20) and Exomiser (21) to score each
SV (from 0 to 1.0). We generally recommend a score above
0.7 for a known disease gene and 0.5 for a gene not yet re-
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the AnnotSV webserver workflow. The webserver architecture comprises a two-tiered framework: first an annotation
engine with AnnotSV (submitting a query, processing the annotations) and second a visualization and filtering interface with knotAnnotSV and vcf2circos
(showing results, generating the visualization and filtering system). The variantconvert module is used for VCF conversion. Part of the workflow with an
update compared to the previous version is highlighted using a black dotted rectangle.

lated to a disease. The phenotype driven module has been
updated with one of the latest versions of Exomiser (v2202).

Inputs/outputs

Multiple input and output formats are supported by the
AnnotSV webserver corresponding to different usages. One
can query directly the server using SV coordinates (format is
Chromosome:Begin-End SVType) or using direct URL pre-
filling (Supplementary data and supplementary Table S3)
as an easy and fast way to gather annotations and classi-

fication for a single SV. Alternatively and if one requires
a larger analysis (multiple SV), a BED (browser extensible
data) file (22) or a VCF (Variant Call Format) file (23) can
be submitted. It is to notice that the square-bracketed nota-
tion (ALT field in the VCF format) is now fully supported.
Each square-bracketed event is interpreted as either a dele-
tion, duplication, insertion, inversion or translocation and
not only as a breakend. The user can add optional sample
related information such as the HPO terms to help prior-
itization or SNV/indels (additional VCF) to help identify
false positive deletion. Besides the classical TSV (Tab Sep-
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arated Values) and HTML files, we have three new output
files including a XLSM, a circos and a VCF file. The latter
one is supported by our new module variantconvert that al-
lows a reliable conversion from TSV to VCF files. Outputs
can be downloaded for later use or visualized directly in a
web browser.

INTERFACE: VISUALIZATION AND FILTERING SYS-
TEM

Several user-friendly interfaces are provided with the An-
notSV webserver to annotate, rank and display the SV of
interest to the user (Figure 1).

Spreadsheet XLSM

Besides the HTML Table browser, knotAnnotSV provides
a new downloadable spreadsheet XLSM file. It shares the
same features as the HTML output, displaying Full and
Split lines but is dedicated to larger input files (e.g. >1000
SV). For example, Case study 5 (WGS, supplementary data)
that contains 13468 SV is converted into a 7.3 Mo XLSM
file. It provides annotations enriched formula bar to facil-
itate handling and interpretation (Supplementary Figure
S1). The user can benefit from the native filtering options
of the spreadsheets programs.

Vcf2circos

Circos (24) was developed to provide a visual framework ca-
pable of displaying large amount of genomic data. Our im-
plementation in vcf2circos allows a circular display based
on a VCF file organized following multiple layer (Figure
2). The outer band carries each chromosome and their cy-
toband. The user can display either all chromosomes or
only chromosomes overlapping a SV (default). From the
outer rings to the inner rings, RefSeq genes (gray) and
OMIM morbid genes (red) (17) are shown following addi-
tional genomic features such as the GC rate thanks to the
UCSC (25). Next layers are used to display SV divided in
seven ‘rings’. The upper ring is used to display additional
SNV/Indels (false positive checkup) following by SV from
0 to 5 and more copies. The Plotly library combined with
the javascript backend offers a completely interactive range
of graphics charts for a fast web-based visualization (stan-
dalone HTML files) or directly from python-build applica-
tions. Hover is available for every item (SV and genes) to
present specific annotations and zooming as well as auto-
matic rescaling is possible. The legend is also interactive and
allows users to select one or more items to display. More-
over, an easy cross-platform export utility is provided (e.g.
kaleido) for generating static high quality images (.png).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Performance and usefulness of the webserver has been as-
sessed on multiple datasets (5 case studies) from differ-
ent sources including CGH/SNP arrays, WGS and OGM
(Optical Genome Mapping) (26)) (Table 2, Supplementary
Data and Supplementary Figures S4–S6). In total, from 1
to 13 468 SV ranging in size from 50 bp to 6 Mb were an-
notated using the GRCh37 or GRCh38 build of the human

genome with or without HPO terms. As a result, the web-
server completed the annotation within a reasonable time
frame (∼1–5 min) and the vcf2circos too (few seconds to
7 min) (Table 2). Adding HPO terms increases the running
time.

Case study 1: SNP array (causal regulatory element over-
lapped)

SNP array (Illumina Infinium HumanCytoSNP-12) in a pa-
tient with severe developmental delay, hypotonia, seizure
and strabismus detected one loss and two gains of one
copy. Among those SV, we identified a 3 Mb heterozygous
deletion on 5q14.3 encompassing 5 OMIM genes and the
MEF2C regulatory elements. Deletions of coding regions
or regulatory elements of this gene are known to cause the
5q14.3 deletion syndrome (27). This illustrates how annota-
tion of regulatory elements can identify causative SV (Sup-
plementary Figure S2).

Case study 2: SNP array and OGM (rare complex chromo-
somal mechanism)

SNP array (Illumina Infinium HumanCytoSNP-12) in a
patient with global developmental delay and recurrent in-
fections identified 4 losses and one gain of a single copy.
Among those a de novo 5.6 Mb heterozygous 12q deletion
including 17 OMIM genes. Complementary analysis using
OGM revealed an additional pericentromeric inversion of
chromosome 12 likely sharing a common breakpoint with
the deletion (Supplementary Figure S3).

These examples illustrate how SV detection is increas-
ingly supported in research and diagnostic laboratories (28),
leading to a growing demand for SV annotations. Our web-
server processes on average 1800 submissions per month,
corresponding to 8700000 annotated SV. Several tools have
been developed for SV annotation such as VEP (29), CN-
VExplorer (30) or ClassifyCNV (31) (for review, see (32)).
Thanks to the ACMG/ClinGen guidelines, SV ranking is
based on a quantitative scoring framework. However, sev-
eral methods have been proposed to assess SV pathogenic-
ity such as CADD-SV (33), DeepSVP (34), StrVCTVRE
(35) or SvAnna (36). AnnotSV is one of the most com-
prehensive tool available for annotation and prioritization
of human SV (Supplementary Table S4). Visualization of
SV is another complex topic (for review (37)) with multi-
ple ways to represent each variant either linear like IGV
(38) or circular like circos (24) that should ultimately help
human geneticist to interpret clinically relevant SV within
a large number of false positives. The current version of
the server is supporting the last 2 versions of the human
genome (e.g. GRCh37/38) and the next version shall inte-
grate the T2T-CHM13 build (39). Regarding the interface,
the vcf2circos is a new display that allows an integrated view
of the genetic repertoire of one sample. Several tools ex-
ists to display genomic data in a circular way (for review
(40)) but none fulfilled our requirements. However, further
developments will include more communication between
the various interfaces of the webserver to allow a com-
bined analysis. With the recent updates, AnnotSV handles
almost all input/output formats describing SV (BED, VCF,
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Figure 2. vcf2circos interface overview. The circos represents the chromosome in a circular view allowing a quick overview along the whole genome or
selected chromosomes. The interface includes multiple annotations tracks: chromosomes, cytobands, genes and morbid OMIM genes (red), GC content,
CNV dedicated regions (from 0 to 5 and more copies) including inversions. The different SV are represented using the following scheme (gnomAD inspired
(42)): deletion (DEL in dark red), duplication (DUP in blue), insertion (INS in purple), inversion (INV in orange) and CNV with no specific type (CNV in
green). The popup includes various information such as the SV coordinates and length, overlapping transcripts and genes, haploinsufficiency cytoband. . .

Table 2. Comparison of computational speeds for the annotation and rendering of the AnnotSV webserver using different datasets

SV count SV type
Min SV size (bp)

DEL/DUP
Max SV size (bp)

DEL/DUP
Mean SV size (bp)

DEL/DUP
Median SV size
(bp) DEL/DUP

Running time
without HPO

Running time
with HPO

Running for
vcf2circos

86 40 DEL; 46 DUP 427/3 066 492 402/1 210 830 98 628/124 539 61 891/64 472 ∼1 min ∼1 min ∼12 s
4 190 1356 DEL 2691 INS 34 DUP 109

INV
338/11 473 6 155 870/2 190 530 88 798/276 151 2 292/57 364 ∼2 min ∼3 min

13 468 DEL 5823; DUP 283; INS 1204;
INV 203; BND 5955

50/108 660 427/442 801 811/4 468 87/652 ∼4 min ∼5 min ∼7 min

Smallest SV 1 DEL 50 ∼10 s ∼3 s
Largest SV 1 DEL 660 427 ∼1 min ∼3 s

SV datasets from different sources (SNP arrays, WGS and OGM) were annotated to evaluate the running time depending on the number of SV and the integration of human phenotype. The SNP arrays
data is based on 20 samples and the average running time is given. DUP: duplication, DEL : deletion, INS : insertion, INV : inversion, TRA : translocation, BND: breackend.

TSV). However, this is not always an easy step for biolo-
gists. The recently proposed BEDPE format (browser exten-
sible data paired-end format), shall overcome several limi-
tations. The forthcoming release of our web server will be
able to handle this new format. The annotation engine un-
dergoes regular updates, incorporating the latest versions of
the largest available datasets. Additionally, novel datasets,
like the 100KGP (41), emerge on a regular basis, necessitat-
ing careful handling for a seamless integration.

Our webserver addresses the need for an integrated an-
notation and user-friendly visualization SV tool. It should
help medical geneticists and scientists to analyze and under-
stand the SV repertoire derived from any molecular biology
assay that can produce SV calls including array based tech-
niques (SNP/CGH), sequencing techniques (NGS datasets
such as WGS) or other technologies such as OGM, and to
guide precision medicine.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The web server is available for free public usage at
https://lbgi.fr/AnnotSV together with examples. A de-
tailed documentation and a youtube channel have
been extensively prepared (https://www.youtube.com/
channel/UCfIYQytaZJmVnpVxk480JKw). The dif-
ferent source codes are available from our github
repositories: https://github.com/lgmgeo/AnnotSV,
https://github.com/mobidic/knotAnnotSV, https:
//github.com/bioinfo-chru-strasbourg/vcf2circos, and
https://github.com/SamuelNicaise/variantconvert/.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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